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A Proof System for Recursive Programming with
Local Declarations

Peter Hoffman

Pure Mathematics, University of Waterloo

Abstact. For a reasonably general instance of a ‘pure’ recursion imperative command

language, with local procedure declarations and mutual recursion in any number of pro-

cedure variables, we find a sound, Cook-complete program verification proof system, for

both partial and total correctness. The restriction that procedure declarations be strictly

global has been employed in that portion of earlier literature not strictly to do with partial

correctness, except for a discussion in deBakker’s book without completeness consider-

ations, and Harel’s system for a considerably extended command language including a

vast array of non-deterministic commands to make the system work. So the new aspect

here is dealing with total correctness while being able to have procedures declared whose

bodies themselves contain procedure declarations (that is, nested recursions). The work is

expressed in terms of deterministic dynamic logic, has all proofs presentable in humanly

readable form, and emphasizes mathematical accuracy, leaving the practical aspects of

program verification for future cogitation.

Somewhat unexpectedly, for total correctness of imperative recursive pro-
grams with nested recursions, there seems to be no known sound and Cook-
complete (self-contained) proof system (except for one idiosyncratic ‘non-self-
contained’ system, p.56 in [Harel], discussed below). Slightly more precisely,
this question is entirely about (parameterless) recursion itself: it is studied
with a stripped-down ‘toy’ command language built from just assignments,
sequencing, ‘if-then-else’, and recursive commands with local declarations of
parameterless procedures. See Section 1 for the exact syntax.

Peripheral questions (e.g. concerning expressivity) will be crudely finessed
away by basing the command language on the language of 1storder number
theory, and basing its semantics on the standard interpretation, the natural
numbers. We shall work with mutual recursion. But that is not the central
point, which comes up equally for recursion on a single procedure variable.

The central point to be made in this paper is that one can produce a
proof system which ‘almost’ does the job: to do so we find it necessary
to assume that, in the body associated to each of the procedure variables
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involved in a block of declarations, no other procedure variable can occur
freely; that is, only the procedure variables ‘being recursed upon’ can be
called, except for calls within properly nested ‘sub-recursions’, where that
call would be ‘covered’ by its own ‘sub-declaration’. This is more easily
specified technically (see Section 1), and is called simple recursion in [Harel].
He actually does give a system for this case, one which is sound and (with
one minor correction—inserting an existential quantifier at the left end of
the consequent in his rule for total correctness of a recursive command) is
Cook-complete. But, as criticized for example in [AdB], p.131, this is not a
“self-contained” system. Harel expands the language with a vast panoply of
extra non-deterministic commands, which occur quite explicitly in his proof
rules for both partial and total correctness of recursive commands. (Actually,
because of the introduction of a second kind of 1storder variable, the so-called
counting variables, the language is also somewhat expanded in [AdB], where
only global declarations of procedure variables occur in any case.) Our system
stays ‘within’ the given command language, as well as our recursions being
nested when required.

Note that the issue is not one concerning pure existence, in that the
following expressivity result is relatively standard: the Floyd-Hoare total
correctness assertions here (and more generally the dynamic logic assertions)
are semantically equivalent to 1storder formulae which can be found by an
algorithm. And so those assertions that are true form a set which is recur-
sively enumerable in Th(N). See discussion of this matter for more realis-
tic programming languages in [C-G-H], [Gr1], [Gr2] and [Gr-Hu]. Nor
is the question of existence here to be waved away by some de-nesting or
other syntactic transformation, since the pure recursion languages, where
self-contained Cook-complete total correctness proof systems already occur
in the literature (listed in the next paragraph and where such transforma-
tions would necessarily take their values), are not Turing-equivalent, i.e. are
not strong enough to compute all (partial) recursive functions, once they are
‘purified’ by removing iteration.

Finding such a proof system for non-nested recursion was first done (in
this journal) by America and deBoer in [AdB] (about a dozen years af-
ter Harel), patching up the unsound system from about ten years earlier in
[Apt]. More recently there has been a spate of papers from the Isabelle/HOL
specialists—e.g. [Kln1],[Kln2],[Nip1],[Nip2],[NvO],[Sch],[vOh1],[vOh2]),
many entirely about partial correctness, but a few containing proof systems
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for total correctness with non-nested recursion.
From looking at actual (‘non-toy’) programming languages, little con-

vincing needs to be done that allowing nested recursion is desirable. That
doing so may not constitute a completely trivial step-up from the ‘fixed body’
case seems a possibility when one reflects on the following: By Clarke’s cel-
ebrated incompleteness theorem [Clk], and by strong results, e.g. in [Old],
showing the more-or-less impossibility of strengthening that theorem, there
is a programming language with nested recursion (and lots of other features)
for which no sound Cook-complete partial correctness proof system can ex-
ist; and yet such a system does exist as soon as one forbids nesting ([Old],
pp.189-190). These ALGOL-type languages are of course far richer than what
we deal with here. And partial correctness is a much more developed theory
than is total correctness. But the point should be clear that passing from
disallowing to allowing nesting is not necessarily a triviality. It is possible
that the systems above for “fixed-body recursion” could be adapted to the
nested case by introducing a bunch of extra syntactic categories, ‘Gentzeniz-
ing’ so to speak, as done by Olderog [Old] to smooth the way to his quite
definitive, but technically complicated, results for partial correctness. That
will not be our approach.

Inspired by [Harel], we shall exploit the convenience of dynamic logic as a
language. There will be no need for various (sometimes ad-hoc) devices such
as counting variables, auxiliary variables, adaptation rules, contexts, correct-
ness phrases, conversion of Hilbert systems to Gentzen systems to make sense
of soundness, environments, ALGOL-like programs, units, atomic Hoare for-
mulas of three distinct types, sets of the latter, proof lines etc. which often
seem to crop up when dealing with the (perhaps unnatural) languages above
where all the procedure variables have fixed meanings (i.e. only global dec-
larations involved), and where one is denied the flexibility provided by the
language of dynamic logic. (Some of those might be needed were we to extend
the present paper by allowing local variables and procedures with parame-
ters.) A byproduct of employing dynamic logic is that both partial and total
correctness assertions, as well as many others, such as assertions concerning
semantic equivalence of commands, are formalizable. And so the true ones
become formally provable (modulo the oracle for 1storder truth) within the
system.

Another reason for being able to avoid some of the list of adhocisms above
is the nature of our two proof rules for recursive commands, as described in
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the next paragraph.
There has been a deluge of papers since the 1970’s concerning partial

correctness of recursive commands, many of which allow nesting. See partic-
ularly [Old], where one is much closer to real programming languages than to
toys for boys. So the completeness result for the partial correctness assertions
in the present paper is of only slight interest, and only perhaps for the reason
that the rule here for partial correctness of recursive commands is somewhat
novel. In fact, the two rules in our system for recursive commands (essen-
tially for partial and for total correctness) resemble what are often called
meta-rules. They come from fundamental ideas of the 1960’s (Dana Scott)
and 70’s (O’Donnell, Solokowski). But they differ from earlier rules in not
making the system self-referential: that is, ` is defined by rules none of which
contain antecedents which require an auxiliary conditional `-derivation. Our
two recursion rules, in both the partial and the total correctness cases, each
has as main antecedent the requirement for a conditional derivation which
uses a more primitive system. This is a second reason for us not needing
counting variables, etc., as listed in the previous paragraph. It also gets rid
of a drawback pointed out in [O’D]: the fact that adding new valid rules to
a self-referential system, when extending the language for example, can turn
a sound system into an unsound one, by indirectly altering the meaning of
the recursion rule(s).

It appears that, of the papers related to correctness of object-oriented pro-
gramming, JAVA, etc., where recursion comes up in other guises, e.g. [BP],
[vOh1], very few deal with total correctness and even fewer give considera-
tion to completeness questions, with the intersection of those sets empty, as
far as one can determine. So serious overlap with the present paper seems
unlikely. Hopefully this paper may be found to be useful in this more ‘pop-
ulated’ area.

There are a number of quite general and interesting studies regarding
Floyd-Hoare-type systems of a more abstract kind (e.g. [BT1], [BT2],[KT]),
but again, partial correctness seems always to be the emphasis. These stimu-
late interesting questions re total correctness, whose answers might eventually
simplify and clarify the present paper.

As to the methods of proof: For soundness, as long as the technical
intricacies of denotational semantics are avoided, as we do here, nothing of
any real depth is needed, one always just follows one’s nose (though the
case of the proof rule here for partial correctness of recursive commands
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should command a bit of interest). For completeness, with the exception of
Harel’s idiosyncratic system mentioned above, it seems that all the proofs
for the various instances of systems mentioned above derive from basic ideas
of Gorelick [Gor] (i.e. the “Most General Formula” approach), with the
need for inventing some adjustments, of course. Our proof method for the
new case of total correctness relative to nested recursion follows the same
pattern. One might say it largely imitates America-deBoer’s adjustments
to Apt’s (total and ‘dualized’) variations on Gorelick’s (partial) theme. The
adjustments and expansions needed to [AdB] are fairly extensive and are not
entirely obvious, but there is no over-arching theme which can be explained
without descending into the technicalities themselves.

To summarize, the new contribution of this paper rests almost entirely
on the statements in the first few sentences at the beginning, with emphasis
on the words total and nesting, and rests just a bit on the novelty of the two
recursion proof rules.

Here is the plan:
In Section 1, we give the syntax, discuss several forms of substitution

needed, and then give all the rules of inference, including the two rules men-
tioned above for recursive commands.

In Section 2, we prove the soundness of the system.
In the brief Section 3, we state a theorem of Harel which reduces the

general question of relative- (or Cook-) completeness of such a dynamic logic
system to essentially that of classical Floyd-Hoare partial and total correct-
ness.

Sections 4 and 5 (respectively, for partial and total correctness) contain
detail appropriate to a reasonable-length publication on proving the Cook-
completeness of the system. The two sections are organized to make the
informal duality between the two situations apparent. A sequence of techni-
cal results together with some proof descriptions are given. In two lengthy
web-page-pdf references, we have provided a quite painstaking checking of
details, on this and all the other aspects of this endeavor. That seems es-
sential in view of past problems in the literature with many unsound and/or
incomplete systems. In particular, though relatively recent papers from the
Isabelle/HOL experts bring to light individuals who have more faith in a
proof of soundness or completeness if it has been machine-generated/checked
(see [Kmn] [Nip1] [Sch] [vOh2]), the previous makes clear, without us-
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ing excessive numbers of journal pages, that these proofs can be given in a
humanly readable and checkable form.

Another break with tradition in the subject is that we launch right into
the general case of recursion on many procedure variables, allowing mutual
recursion. One of the two web-page references mentioned above, [sing], does
the case of recursion on a single procedure variable in lurid detail. But it
turns out that the general case is no more difficult, at least as long as we
stick to the case of simple recursion, roughly defined above. The other such
reference, [mutu], gives all extra details needed for that case of recursion
on many procedure variables. So the oft-used strategy (of simply claiming
the straightforwardness of generalizing to mutual recursion without actually
providing any details because they are so messy) is unnecessary here.

History of the subject; credit for the major ideas (none of which are
mine), particularly to Stephen Cook, David Harel and Dana Scott (and of
course Floyd and Hoare); more comparison to existing literature; etc.. . . occur
briefly within the body of the paper and in much detail in the second section
of [sing]. Note that [AdB] has been influential for this work. See [sing]
for both the positive and the negative side of this. This work of America
and deBoer has also been important for the material in the references to the
Isabelle/HOL group above with respect to total correctness.

In [sing], Appendix Sect. 2, there is analysis, including explicit deriva-
tions, of the standard examples of recursion with a single procedure variable.
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1. Definitions of Syntax, Semantics and Proof System.

The version here of the language of 1storder number theory (with equality—
the symbol ≈ being used in the formal language) has constant symbols 0 and
1, function symbols + and ×, and relation symbol < . To avoid periph-
eral/orthogonal issues (and I don’t mean problems!), we will never consider
any interpretation other than N with its usual structure.

Command syntax. Now define, by structural induction, some strings of
symbols: the sets Rec and Rec− of commands, using t, t1, t2, . . . for terms,
and F, G, . . . for formulas, strings already defined as usual in the 1storder
language above.

Additional symbols for Rec will be

ite | ; | ←: | X1, X2, · · · | ∇1,∇2, · · · | call .

(The first two will be our notation for expressing “if-then-else” and sequenc-
ing commands, respectively. The rest will be explained below.)

Atomic commands are : callXi, and x←: t for every variable x and term t
of the 1storder language. The structural induction generates, for commands
C, D, Ci and quantifier-free 1storder formulas G, the new commands

(C; D) | ite(G)(C)(D) | ∇jC1Y1C2Y2 · · ·CkYk ,

where Y1, Y2, · · · , Yk are mutually distinct X`’s and 1 ≤ j ≤ k. This defines
the command language Rec.

The string x←: t is our notation for the assignment command. The string
∇jC1Y1C2Y2 · · ·CkYk is meant to ‘convey’ the mutual recursion

begin declare Y1 to be C1 ; · · · ; declare Yk to be Ck ; doYj end .

The subset Rec− is defined by requiring that no Ci in the ‘∇-command’
has a free occurrence of a subcommand callX for any X other than the
Yj’s. Following [Harel], this restriction is here called simple recursion. See
[mutu] for a thorough, but predictable, discussion of the inductive defini-
tions of occurrences of subcommands and freeness of an occurrence of callX,
the latter paraphrasable as ‘all occurrences except those of the callYi in
∇jC1Y1C2Y2 · · ·CkYk’. The symbol ∇ behaves in many respects like a quan-
tifier acting on the procedure variables Xi. ThenRec− is essentially identical
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with the deterministic part of [Harel]’s (p.45) language. Most things here
work more generally for Rec with two important exceptions:

(1) the relatively simple semantics of the recursion command would need
amplification, and much more care to avoid ‘variable clashes’ would be needed
in the definitions of substitutions; and

(2) the final proof for total correctness at the end depends on being in
the sublanguage Rec−.

Isolating these is done with a hope of later overcoming the restriction
from Rec to Rec−. See [sem] for how to deal with (1).

Abbreviate the command ∇jC1Y1C2Y2 · · ·CkYk to ∇j
~C/~Y . The nota-

tion ~C/~Y will never be used except when ~C = (C1, · · · , Ck) is a sequence of

commands of the same length as the sequence ~Y = (Y1, · · · , Yk) of distinct
procedure variables.

Command semantics. We are thinking of the usual meanings for the other
constructs : x←: t for assignment, (C; D) for sequencing, ite for if-then-else.

Let Ste be the set of states s : Var → N, where Var is the set of
variables in the 1storder language, those variables usually denoted x, y, z, . . . .
Formally, the semantics is a function (defined in the following paragraphs)

m : Rec− → 2Ste×Ste ,

where 2Ste×Ste is the set of all subsets of Ste × Ste. It will make Rec−
into a deterministic imperative command language, proof of the deterministic
aspect being entirely elementary and provided in painstaking detail in [sing].

We take m(callXi) to be empty for all i. Defining m on all the other
non-recursive commands is elementary and classical—see [sing]. As for the
∇-command, first it is convenient to make two diversions.

Dynamic Logic Syntax and Semantics. We review [Harel]. Define by
structural induction another set of strings (called here wfs’s—well-formed
strings) denoted A,B, . . . :
An atomic wfs is just the same as an atomic formula in the 1storder language,
that is,

t1 ≈ t2 or t1 < t2 for terms t1, t2 of the 1storder language .

The inductively defined wfs’s are given by

¬A | (A ∧ B) | ∀xA | < C > A
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for wfs’s A,B, with ¬ , ∧ , ∀ the same symbols as in 1storder, for x any
variable in 1storder, and for C any command.

Abbreviated wfs’s are used as usual : Remove outside brackets and use
the priority rule making → and ↔ ‘less sticky’ than ∨ and ∧ ;

A∨B is ¬(¬A∧¬B) ; A → B is ¬(A∧¬B) ; A ↔ B is (A → B)∧(B → A) ;

∃xA is ¬∀x¬A ; [C]A is ¬ < C > ¬A .

Note that the 1storder formulas all are wfs’s.

Define A ttN to mean A tt@s for all states s (use the overused |= here
twice if preferred), where the latter is defined by induction on A as for
1storder logic with one addition:

< C > A tt@s ⇐⇒ there is some s′ with (s, s′) ∈ m(C) and A tt@s′ .

By determinacy, the s′ just above is unique. This last display seems to be
the essence of dynamic logic. It follows immediately that

[C]A tt@s ⇐⇒ for all s′ with (s, s′) ∈ m(C) we have A tt@s′ .

Substitution. Three forms of this are important for this paper, and we
shall use a convenient, if non-standard, notation.

Let the object O be a term, a formula or a wfs. Then |O|y→t will always
denote O with the term t substituted for all free occurrences of the variable y.
For terms and formulas, there is no need to write down the familiar inductive
definitions.

Substitution for y will never be applied to any wfs A in this paper if y is a
program variable in any of its subcommands. A program variable is one which
occurs to the left of an assignment symbol “←: ”, this definition being easy to
formalize by induction on commands.

For substitutions in wfs’s, first ignore the remark about program variables
and imagine t is just a variable. Define |C|y→t for commands C :

|x←: t0|y→t := |x|y→t←: |t0|y→t

|callXi|y→t := callXi

|(C; D)|y→t := (|C|y→t; |D|y→t)
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|ite(H)(C)(D)|y→t := ite(|H|y→t)(|C|y→t)(|D|y→t)

|∇j
~C/~Y |y→t := ∇j|~C|y→t/~Y ,

where
|~C|y→t/~Y := |C1|y→tY1|C2|y→tY2 · · · .

Then the only inductive part of the substitution definition for wfs’s not iden-
tical to that for 1storder formulas is

| < C > A|y→t := < |C|y→t > |A|y→t .

There is no problem with t being a general term because of our prohibition
about y not being a program variable.

Next, replacing ∇j
~C/~Y being central to a rule-validity proof, and where

D and E1, · · · , Ek may be any commands, the command |D|∀j∇j
~C/~Y→Ej is

defined by induction on D as follows:

|x←: t|∀j∇j
~C/~Y→Ej := x←: t ;

|callX|∀j∇j
~C/~Y→Ej := callX ;

|(C; D)|∀j∇j
~C/~Y→Ej := (|C|∀j∇j

~C/~Y→Ej ; |D|∀j∇j
~C/~Y→Ej ) ;

|ite(G)(C)(D)|∀j∇j
~C/~Y→Ej := ite(G)(|C|∀j∇j

~C/~Y→Ej )(|D|∀j∇j
~C/~Y→Ej ) ;

|∇i
~C/~Y |∀j∇j

~C/~Y→Ej := Ei ;

but when ~B/~Z 6= ~C/~Y ,

|∇i
~B/~Z|∀j∇j

~C/~Y→Ej := ∇i|B1|∀j∇j
~C/~Y→EjZ1|B2|∀j∇j

~C/~Y→EjZ2 · · · · · · .

All of this just says: “Replace ∇j
~C/~Y by Ej, everywhere in the command

and for every j”.

Finally, replacing ‘free’ occurrences of callXi is central to the completion
of the definition for the semantics of commands. We shall define

E ~D/~Y , an abbreviation for |E|∀i:callYi→Di ,

by induction on E as follows:

|x←: t|∀i:callYi→Di := x←: t ;
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if X 6= Yj for any j , |callX|∀i:callYi→Di := callX ;

|callYj|∀i:callYi→Di := Dj ;

|(C; C ′)|∀i:callYi→Di := (|C|∀i:callYi→Di ; |C ′|∀i:callYi→Di) ;

|ite(G)(C)(C ′)|∀i:callYi→Di := ite(G)(|C|∀i:callYi→Di)(|C ′|∀i:callYi→Di) ;

|∇j
~B/~Z|∀i:callYi→Di := ∇jB .

This is the obvious definition of replacing only free occurrences. The symbol
∇ behaves somewhat like a quantifier acting on the procedure variables. (The
last clause would be considerably more complicated for Rec as opposed to
Rec−. If interested, see [sem] for one way to do that.)

Command semantics continued. Next define a sequence

−−−−−→∇∗C/Y := (∇1
~C/~Y , · · · ,∇k

~C/~Y ) .

Now define a command (~C/~Y )<n>
j for 1 ≤ j ≤ k by induction on n ≥ 0:

(~C/~Y )<0>
j := callYj and (~C/~Y )<n+1>

j := (Cj) ~D/~Y , where

~D =
−−−−−−−→
(~C/~Y )<n> := ((~C/~Y )<n>

1 , · · · , (~C/~Y )<n>
k ) .

We actually define m(C) by induction on

nab(C) := the number of distinct ∇j
~C/~Y which occur as subcommands of C .

For fixed nab(C), it is then defined by structural induction on C. The only
part of the definition needing clarification is

m(∇j
~C/~Y ) :=

∞⋃
n=0

m((~C/~Y )<n>
j ) .

This is well-defined, but our verification of it depends on restricting from
Rec to Rec−. What we need is

nab((~C/~Y )<n>
j ) < nab(∇j

~C/~Y ) .

This follows from defining NAB to be the actual set of such subcommands,
and observing that

NAB(∇j
~C/~Y ) = {∇j

~C/~Y } ∪
⋃
`

NAB(C`)
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[which is straightforward], and

NAB(~C/~Y )<n>
j ) ⊂

⋃
`

NAB(C`) ,

[and, of course, ∇j
~C/~Y 6∈ ⋃

` NAB(C`)]. The last display follows by a
straightforward induction on n from

NAB(C ~D/~Y ) = NAB(C) ∪
⋃

NAB(D`) ,

where the latter union is over all ` for which callY` occurs freely as a sub-
command of C. The proof of this is not difficult by induction on C, but the
case of a ‘∇-command’ definitely depends on the restriction to Rec−. (If
interested, see [sem] for one way to do avoid this restriction, and to define
the semantics in a way which uses a definition of recursion depth [avoiding
substitution], where different recursions within a command can have differ-
ent depth bounds. This leads to an entirely different notion of unfolding,
in which none of the unfoldings themselves have subcommands which are
recursive.)
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The Proof System.
Just below are the names of all the rules, organized in a convenient fash-

ion. Further down, each rule is written out explicitly, and the exact meaning
of the basic derivability assertion symbol, namely `, as well as those of three
subsidiary ones `′, `′′ and `w, will all be included as we proceed. The first
of the following rules for ` is a naive way of emphasizing that it is Cook-
completeness (not absolute completeness because of Gödel’s theorem) which
is emphasized (so the system is only ‘axiomatic’ in the logician’s technical
sense after abandoning the oracle) :

(ORACLE)

(TAUT) (MP)

(AX)<←:> (AX)<;> (AX)<ite>

(UNAR)∀ (UNAR)< > (PRE)

(AX)∀ (AX)disj (AX)[AND] (AX)<call> (AX)<→>

(AX)<∇>

(RCN)[ ] (RCN)< >

All but the last two lines is the system defining `′.
All but the last line is the system defining `′′.
The latter system, with added restrictions for the three non-axiom rules on
the 4th line as to the non-occurrence of w, is the system defining `w.
`′ and `w are needed merely to state the rules (RCN)[ ] and (RCN)< >.
The second line gives ‘propositionality’.
The third line consists of the ‘Hoare’s innocuous command rules’.
The last line consists of the ‘not-so-innocuous command rules’ for recursion.
The 4th line has all the non-axioms other than the two rules for recursion.
They definitely don’t preserve truth ‘at a state’, only ‘in N’.
The penultimate line is the first which has explicit reference to ∇, so must
be excluded in defining `′, in order to get validity for (RCN)[ ].

Here are the rules stated in detail, intermixed with discussion for the last
three. Note that x cannot be a program variable in a subcommand of A in
(AX)<←:>, nor in (AX)∀, as specified when we defined substitution.
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(ORACLE) ∅ / any 1st order formula that is true in N

(TAUT) ∅ / any propositional tautology

(MP) A , A → B / B

(AX)<←:> ∅ / (< x←: t > A ↔ |A|x→t)

(AX)<;> ∅ / (< (C; D) > A ↔ < C >< D > A)

(AX)<ite> ∅ / (< ite(G)(C)(D) > A ↔ (G→< C > A)∧(¬G→< D > A))

(UNAR)∀ (A → B) / (∀x A → ∀x B)

(UNAR)< > (A → B) / (< C > A →< C > B)

(PRE) (A → B) / ((∃zA)→ B)

where the variable z is not in B.

(AX)∀ ∅ / ∀xA −→ |A|x→t

(AX)[AND] ∅ / (A → [D]B) ∧ (A′ → [D]B′) → (A∧A′ → [D](B∧B′))

(AX)disj ∅ / (A → [D]A)

if A and D have no common variable.

(AX)<call> ∅ / ¬ < callX > A

(AX)<→> ∅ / ((A →< C > B) → (A∧D →< C > (B∧D)))

when D and C have no variables in common.
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Recall that `′ is defined to mean derivability within the completely straight-
forward Hilbert-style proof system defined by the rules given up to now. With
one more axiom immediately below, the relation `′′ is defined to mean deriv-
ability within the proof system defined by the same rules plus this extra
one:

(AX)<∇> with ~D =
−−−−−→∇∗C/Y ,

∅ / (< (Cj) ~D/~Y > A ←→ < ∇j
~C/~Y > A) .

Now define, for any variable w, any set Γ of wfs’s, and any wfs A, the
relation

Γ `w A

to mean that there is a derivation witnessing Γ `′′ A in which justifications
using the following three rules have extra restrictions as given. (Basically we
just require the variable w to not be involved.)

(UNAR)∀ x 6= w ; (UNAR)< > w 6∈ C ; ; (PRE) z 6= w .
The crucial property of `w will be that it is halfway between ‘Mendelsonian’
and ‘Endertonian’ in the sense that it preserves ‘truth at the set of states
with a fixed value of w’.

Using these subsidiary systems, we can now present the two new rules,
used for partial and for total correctness of recursive commands, where

∧
denotes ‘anding’ together a finite set of wfs’s;
e.g. ∧

1≤j≤2

Aj = A1 ∧ A2 :

(RCN)[ ] with ~D =
−−−−−→∇∗C/Y ,

` ∧
C∈Ω C , Ω ∪ {Aj → [∇j

~C/~Y ]Bj | 1 ≤ j ≤ k} `′ ∧
1≤j≤k(Aj → [(Cj) ~D/~Y ]Bj)

` ∧
1≤i≤k(Ai → [∇i

~C/~Y ]Bi)
,

where :
(1) the set Ω is a finite set of wfs’s ;

(2) the object ~C/~Y is such that no∇j
~C/~Y is a subcommand of any command

occurring within a wfs in Ω ;
(3) the wfs’s Ai and Bi also have no occurrences of any ∇j

~C/~Y in them.
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(RCN)< >

` ∧
1≤j≤k ¬|Aj|w→0 , ` ∧

C∈Ω C , Ω ∪ { Aj → Bj | 1 ≤ j ≤ k} `w ∧
1≤j≤k(|Aj|w→w+1 → Bj )

` ∧
1≤i≤k(Ai → Bi)

,

for all variables w, all wfs’s Aj (recall that, because of the substitution, w
cannot be a program variable in any of Aj’s subcommands), all finite sets Ω
of wfs’s, and all wfs’s Bj in which w does not occur at all.

It is likely easier to see what these two rules for recursive commands say by re-writing
them with k = 1 at first, and perhaps even with Ω empty.

To repeat, the list above is the entire system for `. Because of using
`′ and `w (not ` itself) in the main antecedents of these last two rules,
and taking advantage of dynamic logic language, this system may be seen
to be more straightforward than one sometimes sees, needing no definitions
of concepts such as counting variables, auxiliary variables, adaptation rules,
contexts, correctness phrases, conversion of Hilbert systems to Gentzen sys-
tems to make sense of soundness. In the next section we will write down
quite explicitly what one means by a derivation within this system. Not
claiming any independence facts about it, we have simply included above,
and among the fairly obviously derivable rules below, every rule explicitly
referred to in the proofs in Sections 4 and 5. All the following rules are easily
`′-derivable, the first one perhaps being the hardest.

(AX)[ite] ∅ / ([ite(G)(C)(D)]A ↔ (G→ [C]A)∧(¬G→ [D]A))

(AND) A → [D]B , A′ → [D]B′ / (A ∧A′ → [D](B ∧ B′))

(SUB)1 A / |A|u→t

(Recall that, here and just below, the variable u does not
. occur as a program variable in any command within A.)

(SUB)2 (A → B) / (|A|u→x → B)

where the variable u is not in B.
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In the justifications for lines of derivations, a notation like (SUB)~y→~x
i some-

times occurs. This just means several applications of (SUB)i , using the
variables indicated in the superscript. So actually there are several separate
lines; and the order in which it is done is irrelevant. Similar remarks apply to
(PRE). Not to be patronizing, but it may be worth noting that in a derivation
to witness a `w-claim, with derived rules one must be careful that w is not
the variable ‘involved’, if the derivation of the rule uses any of the three basic
rules which are restricted by the definition of `w.

A rule (AX)[→] (use [ ] in place of < > in (AX)<→>) is valid, and
can be easily derived from (AX)disj and (AND). It seems to be a matter of
indifference whether (AX)<→> is made part of the `′-system, or reserved for
the `′′-system. But there is a break in the symmetry here, since the analogue
of (AX)disj, where we use < > in place of [ ], is clearly invalid.

Here are a few derivable ‘propositional’ rules [i.e. derivable simply from
(MP) and (TAUT)] to which we shall have occasion to refer:

(P)1 A ∧ B → C / A → (B → C)

(P)2 A → B , A → C / A → B ∧ C

(P)3 ¬A / A → B

(P)4 B / A → B

(↔) A ↔ B / A → B

(HYSY) A → B , B → C / A → C

The following are also easily derivable from the corresponding (UNAR)-
rules and a few others:

(AX)[call] ∅ / [callX]A

(UNAR)∃ (A → B) / (∃x A → ∃x B)

(UNAR)[ ] (A → B) / ([C]A → [C]B)

Each of (AX)<;> and (AX)<←:> rather easily implies the analogous rule, (AX)[;]

or (AX)[←:], which is obtained by changing the explicit occurrences of < >
to [ ] .
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Finally, there is again an exceptionally simple proof that another twin,
namely (AX)[∇], is derivable.

Our perhaps over-thoroughness here has been stimulated by the checkered
career of this subject, where presentations of unsound/incomplete systems
in the literature seems to be the rule rather than the exception.
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2. Soundness.

Theorem S′. The `′-proof system is sound. That is, if Γ `′ A, and if
B ttN for each B ∈ Γ, then A ttN.

The proofs of validity for its rules are well-known. See Theorem 14 in
[sing].

Theorem S′′. The `′′-proof system is sound.
It remains to discuss the validity of (AX)<∇> The required truth in N of

< (Cj) ~D/~Y > A ←→ < ∇j
~C/~Y > A ,

where ~D =
−−−−−→∇∗C/Y , will clearly follow once we prove

m((Cj) ~D/~Y ) = m(∇j
~C/~Y ) .

More generally, we’ll prove that

m(C ~D/~Y ) =
⋃
k≥0

m(C ~D(k)/~Y ) .

where ~D(k) =
−−−−−−−→
(~C/~Y )<k>. Since (Cj) ~D(k)/~Y = (~C/~Y )<k+1>

j , this specializes
to the required result. To prove ⊂ here is a straightforward induction on C:
The first three cases give equality just as easily—when C is an assignment
command, or callX for X 6= Yi for any i, or of the form ∇j

~B/~Z, we have

C ~E/~Y = C for all ~E/~Y , so the result is trivial; when C = callYi, the result

amounts to the definition of m(∇i
~C/~Y )—and the two remaining inductive

cases follow mechanically from definitions.
The proof of ⊃ in the display above comes from:

Monotonicity Lemma. If m(Ei) ⊂ m(Di) for all i, then, for any C,

m(C ~E/~Y ) ⊂ m(C ~D/~Y ) .

Proof. Proceed by induction on C. As above, three cases are trivial, and
the other two are entirely mechanical.

To finish the validity proof: By the definition of m(∇i
~C/~Y ), we have

m(( ~D(k))i) ⊂ m(Di) for all i. By monotonicity, m(C ~D(k)/~Y ) ⊂ m(C ~D/~Y ) .
So that does it.
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`w-Lemma . (Mendelsonian 6= `w-validity 6= Endertonian) Let k ∈ N.
If Γ `w A, and all B in Γ are tt@sw 7→k for all s, then A is tt@sw 7→k for all s.

Remark. By definition, the state sw 7→k agrees with s except that it
maps w to k. Saying “tt@sw 7→k for all s” is just saying “true at all states
with that fixed value, k, for w”.

Proof. Once again go through, rule-by-rule, a proof of S′′. But this time,
each rule must be valid in the stronger sense given in the lemma, using the
fact that, for three of the rules, we have those restrictions re w not being
essentially involved. (The axiom-style rules are trivial cases here.) Inspecting
those proofs, all can be construed to have the form of showing the truth of
antecedent(s) at some state s̄ implying the truth of the consequent at some
related state s which is ‘arbitrary’. With the extra restrictions referred to
above, in each case the value on w of the two states stays the same, and that’s
exactly what we need. (The case of a single procedure variable is thoroughly
presented in [sing].)

Now let us be completely explicit about the overall system. The following
can be taken as the definition of `, via spelling out the form which derivations
take, so no proof of it is offered or required.

The assertion Γ ` D holds if and only if there is a sequence

(D1, J1) , (D2, J2) , · · · · · · · · · , (Dk, Jk)

( Ji is the ‘justification for appending Di to D1, · · · ,Di−1
′)

with Dk = D , and such that each Ji is one of :

(0) the observation that Di ∈ Γ; or

(1) a `′′-justification for Di , with antecedents being some from among
the lines D1, · · · Di−1 preceding it; or

(2) a justification based on (RCN)[ ]: that is, Di is a wfs of the form∧
j(Aj → [∇j

~C/~Y ]Bj) and Ji is a `′-derivation witnessing, with ~D =
−−−−−→∇∗C/Y ,

Ω ∪ {Aj → [∇j
~C/~Y ]Bj | 1 ≤ j ≤ k} `′

∧
j

(Aj → [(Cj) ~D/~Y ]Bj) ,

with all wfs’s in Ω occurring as lines above Di, and for no j is the command
∇j

~C/~Y occurring inside any An or Bn or any C ∈ Ω; or finally
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(3) a justification based on (RCN)< >: Di has the form
∧

j(Aj → Bj) , with
the variable w not occurring in any wfs Bj, all wfs’s in Ω and all ¬|Aj|w→0’s
occur as lines above Di, and Ji is a `′′-derivation witnessing

Ω ∪ { Aj → Bj | 1 ≤ j ≤ k} `w
∧
j

(|Aj|w→w+1 → Bj) .

The above explicit description is not intended to patronize the reader, but rather is in-
cluded because earlier works where ‘self-referential rules’ are used (that is, the ‘full’ `
appears in the antecedent) can sometimes explain these rules in a semi-mystical fashion
(e.g. [Apt], p.448—“It is. . . not clear. . . in what sense the recursion rule is to be proved
sound”), or even in an incorrect fashion (e.g. [Cst], p.934).

The main result of this section is then the following.
Theorem S. The `-proof system is sound.
It remains only to check validity of the two (RCN)-rules.

Here is the sequence of results for (RCN)[ ]:

Theorem SUB. Suppose Γ `′ A . Then |Γ|∀i:∇i
~C/~Y→Ei `′ |A|∀i:∇i

~C/~Y→Ei

for any ~C/~Y and ~E for which all the program variables in ~E already occur

as program variables in ~C (that is, . . . in some Ci).

To prove this, one simply checks that the | |∀i:∇i
~C/~Y→Ei -operation takes

any instance of a rule to another instance of the same rule. The crucial point
is that none of the rules for `′ explicitly involves∇. See the proof of Theorem
11 in [sing] for excruciating details in the case of a single procedure variable.

In all five of the S[i] below, the objects ~C/~Y , Ω , ~A , ~B and ~D are as
specified in the statement of (RCN)[ ].

Corollary S[1].

Ω ∪ {Aj → [∇j
~C/~Y ]Bj | 1 ≤ j ≤ k} `′

∧
1≤j≤k

(Aj → [(Cj) ~D/~Y ]Bj) implies that

Ω ∪ {Aj → [Ej]Bj | 1 ≤ j ≤ k} `′
∧

1≤j≤k

(Aj → [(Cj) ~E/~Y ]Bj)

for all ~E all of whose program variables are also program variables in ~C .
Proof. The conditions imply that there is only the one (very visible)

occurrence of ∇j
~C/~Y on each side of `′ for which to substitute the command

Ej, so this is immediate from SUB.
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Corollary S[2]. With assumption as in S[1], for all n ≥ 0 we have

Ω ∪ {Aj → [(~C/~Y )<n>
j ]Bj | 1 ≤ j ≤ k} `′

∧
1≤j≤k

(Aj → [(~C/~Y )<n+1>
j ]Bj) .

Proof. Take Ej = (~C/~Y )<n>
j in S[1] , noting that (Cj) ~E/~Y = (~C/~Y )<n+1>

j

and that (~C/~Y )<n>
j has all its program variables occurring in ~C also as

program variables.

Corollary S[3]. With the conditions on ~C/~Y , ~A, ~B, ~D and Ω stated in
(RCN)[ ], if

Ω ∪ {Aj → [∇j
~C/~Y ]Bj | 1 ≤ j ≤ k} `′

∧
1≤j≤k

(Aj → [(Cj) ~D/~Y ]Bj)

where all wfs’s in Ω are ttN, then (Aj → [(~C/~Y )<n>
j ]Bj) ttN for all j and

all n ≥ 0 .

Proof. Proceed by induction on n. Since (~C/~Y )<0>
j = callYj which

never converges, clearly (A → [(~C/~Y )<0>
j ]B) ttN for any A and B . For the

inductive step, simply use S[2], and the soundness of `′ from S′.

Lemma S[4]. If, for all n ≥ 0 , (Aj → [(~C/~Y )<n>
j ]Bj) ttN, then

(Aj → [∇j
~C/~Y ]Bj) ttN (where j is irrelevant as a subscript on A and B).

The proof is straightforward from the definitions of m(∇j
~C/~Y ), of ttN, and

of [D]B .

Corollary S[5]. With the conditions on ~C/~Y , ~A, ~B, ~D and Ω stated in
(RCN)[ ], if

Ω ∪ {Aj → [∇j
~C/~Y ]Bj | 1 ≤ j ≤ k} `′

∧
1≤j≤k

(Aj → [(Cj) ~D/~Y ]Bj)

where all wfs’s in Ω are ttN, then (Aj → [∇j
~C/~Y ]Bj) ttN for all j .

The proof is immediate from S[3] and S[4], and gives the validity of (RCN)[ ].
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Finally, validity of (RCN)< > is proved as follows.
Assuming the truth in N of the antecedents, we prove by induction on `,

as required, that, for all `,

(Ai → Bi) tt@sw 7→` for all s ,

where i might as well be fixed.
For ` = 0

N
, we have |Ai|w→0 ff@s for all s, and so Ai ff@sw 7→0

N
for all s,

and so (Ai → Bi) tt@sw 7→0
N

for all s.
For the inductive step, both Aj → Bj for all j by the inductive assump-

tion, and all wfs’s in Ω are tt@sw 7→` for all s. Thus by `w-Lemma, the
truth of the `w-antecedent shows that

|Ai|w→w+1 → Bi , which equals |Ai → Bi|w→w+1 ,

is also tt@sw 7→` for all s. But that last statement amounts to Ai → Bi being
tt@(sw 7→`)w 7→s

w 7→`
(w+1) for all s. But the latter state is simply sw 7→`+

N
1
N

, as
required.

3. Main Results—Completeness.

Theorem C. (Cook-completeness of the `-system)
If A ttN , then ` A .

The proof is split into three pieces just below, the first due to Harel,
proved as Theorem 21 in [sing].

Theorem H. (essentially in [Harel]) To prove C, it suffices to prove the
following two special cases, for 1storder F and G, and any command D :

(i) (F → [D]G) ttN =⇒ ` (F → [D]G) ; and
(ii) (F →< D > G) ttN =⇒ ` (F →< D > G) .

Theorem CP. For all F, D and G, statement H(i) holds.

Theorem CT. For all F, D and G, statement H(ii) holds.

The P and T stand for ‘partial’ and ‘total’, and the C for ‘completeness’.
Proofs of technical results leading up to these two are outlined in the

next two sections, respectively, with the proofs of the two theorems just
above coming at the ends of the sections. Note that all these proofs are
given in complete detail in [mutu], except for its references to some complete
proofs in [sing]. The parallels between the next two sections is not a new
phenomenon, rather a discovery of [Apt].
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4. Technical results and proof of CP.

Lemma CP1. (a) For each command C, and 1storder formula F , there
is a 1storder formula A(C, F )—(“A” for “after” rather than “post”)—such
that

A(C, F ) tt@s′ ⇐⇒ ∃s with F tt@s and (s, s′) ∈ m(C) .

And so, A(C, F ) is the ‘universal’ A for which (F → [C]A) ttN. That is, for
all 1storder K,

F → [C]K ttN ⇐⇒ A(C, F )→ K ttN .

(b) For any wfs H, there is a 1storder formula H, whose free variables are
from the variables occurring in H, with H ↔ H true in N.

This is standard stuff; the proof is in [sing] i.e. Lemma 22.0, at least
for the case of a single procedure variable. But it works quite generally,
depending only on the effectiveness of the command language Rec and its
semantics.

Lemma CP2. If D is a command, and Γ is a set of wfs’s, define the
phrase “ Γ der [D]” to mean

for all 1st order formulas F and G, (F → [D]G) ttN =⇒ Γ `′ (F → [D]G) .

Assume Γ1 der [D1] and Γ2 der [D2] . Then Γ1 ∪ Γ2 der [(D1; D2)] ; and
similarly, with H any quantifier-free 1storder formula, we also have

Γ1 ∪ Γ2 der [ite(H)(D1)(D2)] .

Half proof of CP2. For the sequencing command, given F and G
such that F → [(D1; D2)]G ttN, by CP1(b), choose a 1storder J such that
J ←→ [D2]G ttN. Then Γ2 `′ J → [D2]G since Γ2 der [D2] , so

Γ2 `′ [D1]J → [D1][D2]G (I)

by (UNAR)[ ] . Since

(F → [D1]J) ←→ (F → [D1][D2]G) ttN ,
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and (F → [D1][D2]G) ttN, we get

Γ1 `′ F → [D1]J (II)

since Γ1 der [D1] . Now (I), (II) and (HYSY) give

Γ1 ∪ Γ2 `′ F → [D1][D2]G .

Then (AX)[;] plus (HYSY) allow one to change [D1][D2] to [(D1; D2)] in the
last display, as required.

For ‘if-then-else’, the proof is essentially simpler, since CP1 is unneeded.
See the second half of 22.5 in [sing].

In many places in the rest of this paper,
~x ≈ ~z is short for x1 ≈ z1 ∧ · · · ∧ x` ≈ z` ,

for various `, where the two matching (i.e. same length) lists of distinct variables
are always disjoint from each other.

Lemma CP3. For any 1storder F and G, command C ′, and matching
disjoint lists ~x and ~z of pairwise distinct variables such that all variables from
C ′ are in ~x, if (F → [C ′]G) ttN , then we have

(A(C ′, ~x ≈ ~z) ∧ |F |~x→~z → G) ttN .

The proof consists of straightforward manipulations with semantic defi-
nitions. See 22.4 in [sing].

Lemma CP4. With hypotheses as in CP3,

{~x ≈ ~z → [C ′]A(C ′, ~x ≈ ~z)} `′ (F → [C ′]G) .

Proof that CP3 implies CP4. First we prove the special case when
no ~z-variables occur in F nor G. Here is a derivation, shortening A(C ′, ~x ≈ ~z)
to just A :
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~x ≈ ~z → [C ′]A (premiss)

|F |~x→~z → [C ′]|F |~x→~z (AX)disj

~x ≈ ~z ∧ |F |~x→~z → [C ′](A ∧ |F |~x→~z) (AND)

A ∧ |F |~x→~z → G (ORAC) and CP3

[C ′](A ∧ |F |~x→~z)→ [C ′]G (UNAR)[ ]

~x ≈ ~z ∧ |F |~x→~z → [C ′]G (HYSY)

~x ≈ ~x ∧ F → [C ′]G (SUB)~z→~x
2

F → ~x ≈ ~x ∧ F (ORAC)

F → [C ′]G (HYSY)

Line 7 uses that no zi is in G or F , giving ||F |~x→~z|~z→~x = F and |G|~z→~x = G.
Now in the general case, let ~u be a matching list of pairwise distinct

variables, disjoint from ~x and ~z. Define F1 to be |F |~z→~u and let G1 := |G|~z→~u,
so F1 and G1 have no ~z-variables. Since the validity of (SUB)~z→~u

1 entails that
the truth of F → [C ′]G in N also guarantees ttN for the wfs F1 → [C ′]G1,
the special case above yields

{~x ≈ ~z → [C ′]A(C ′, ~x ≈ ~z)} `′ (F1 → [C ′]G1) .

But now application of (SUB)~u→~z
1 allows us the erase the subscript on F and

G in this last display, as required.

By the convenient phrase “bits of (C1, · · · , Ck)”, we just mean the com-
mands Ci. To give the inductive definition of the word subcommand:
The set of proper subcommands is empty for atomic commands, is the union
of the sets of all subcommands of C and of D when the command is obtained
from them by sequencing or ite, and is the set of all subcommands of bits of
~C when the command is ∇j

~C/~Y .
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Lemma CP5. Suppose given a command D1, and 1storder formulas F
and G, such that (F → [D1]G) ttN. For each subcommand ∇j

~C ′/~Y ′ of D1,
choose a pair of matching disjoint lists ~x and ~z of pairwise distinct variables,
such that all the variables in ~C ′ are in ~x. Let ΓD1 be the (finite!) set of all

formulas (one for each such ∇j
~C ′/~Y ′)

~x ≈ ~z → [∇j
~C ′/~Y ′]A(∇j

~C ′/~Y ′, ~x ≈ ~z) .

Then ΓD1 `′ (F → [D1]G) .
The proof proceeds by induction on D1.
When it’s atomic, the argument is direct and elementary. See M22.2 in

[mutu].

When D1 = ∇i
~C/~Y : The result comes from CP4 with C ′ = ∇i

~C/~Y ,

since the set Γ∇i
~C/~Y here contains the element (~x ≈ ~z → [∇i

~C/~Y ]A)
occurring to the left of `′ in that instance of CP4.

When D1 = (D; E) or ite(H)(D)(E) : Apply CP2 with Γ1 = ΓD and
Γ2 = ΓE, noting that ΓD1 = ΓD ∪ ΓE for both types of D1 here. Use the
inductive hypotheses for D and E as the hypotheses in CP2. The latter’s
conclusions are exactly the required results.

Lemma CP6. For all ~C/~Y and matching disjoint lists ~x and ~z of

pairwise distinct variables such that all variables from ~C are in ~x, the finite
set Ω below, of wfs’s which are

(i) all ttN; and

(ii) involve only commands which occur as subcommands of bits of ~C;

is such that, with ~D =
−−−−−→∇∗C/Y ,

Ω ∪ { ~x ≈ ~z → [∇j
~C/~Y ]A(∇j

~C/~Y , ~x ≈ ~z) | 1 ≤ j ≤ k } `′∧
1≤j≤k

(~x ≈ ~z → [(Cj) ~D/~Y ]A(∇j
~C/~Y , ~x ≈ ~z)) .

The useful Ω here is the set of all (~x ≈ ~z → [∇i
~C ′/~Y ′]A(∇i

~C ′/~Y ′, ~x ≈ ~z)) as

∇i
~C ′/~Y ′ ranges over all subcommands, of bits of ~C, which have that form.

To dramatize the contrast between `′ and `′′, note that (AX)[∇] gives a
completely trivial derivation to witness

~x ≈ ~z → [∇j
~C/~Y ]A(∇j

~C/~Y , ~x ≈ ~z) `′′ (~x ≈ ~z → [(Cj) ~D/~Y ]A(∇j
~C/~Y , ~x ≈ ~z)) ,
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and lots more.

Proof that CP5 implies CP6. We’ll fix j = ` on the right-hand side
of `′ in CP6, and show

Ω ∪ { ~x ≈ ~z → [∇j
~C/~Y ]A(∇j

~C/~Y , ~x ≈ ~z) | 1 ≤ j ≤ k } `′

(~x ≈ ~z → [(C`) ~D/~Y ]A(∇`
~C/~Y , ~x ≈ ~z)) .

In CP5, take F = ~x ≈ ~z ; G = A(∇`
~C/~Y , ~x ≈ ~z) ; and D1 = (C`) ~D/~Y .

To see that (F → [D1]G) is true in N, the validity of (AX)[∇] reduces it

to showing that (F → [∇`
~C/~Y ]G) ttN. The latter is immediate from the

definition of A in CP1(a) and the comment just after it. So we can apply
CP5 and get

Γ(C`) ~D/~Y
`′ (F → [D1]G) .

Thus it remains only to show that

Γ(C`) ~D/~Y
⊂ Ω ∪ { ~x ≈ ~z → [∇j

~C/~Y ]A(∇j
~C/~Y , ~x ≈ ~z) | 1 ≤ j ≤ k } .

This amounts to the fact that, for fixed ~C/~Y , if ∇i
~C ′/~Y ′ is a subcommand of

(C`) ~D/~Y where ~D =
−−−−−→∇∗C/Y , then either (i) the former is one of the ∇j

~C/~Y ;

or (ii) it is a subcommand of a bit of ~C.
For this, combine the definition of subcommand with the inductive defi-

nition of C ~D/~Y for general ~D/~Y and C to prove that, for any commands C

and ~D, a subcommand of C ~D/~Y , must be : either (a) a subcommand of a

bit of ~D; or else (b) of the form (C1) ~E/~Z for some subcommand C1 of C and

some ‘subvector’ ~Z of ~Y with corresponding subvector ~E of ~D. The inductive
proof (on C) is entirely mechanical.

Then, using this for the case at hand, the case (a) would give ∇i
~C ′/~Y ′

as a subcommand of ∇j
~C/~Y for some j, and so immediately gives (i) or

(ii). The case (b) would force the C1 to be either a call command or a ∇-
command, in order to get a ∇-command after the substitution. In the first
case, it must be a callZi, and so a callYj, and so after the substitution we
get case (i). In the second case, we use the fact that we are dealing with
simple recursion (this is essential, the result fails in the non-simple case). So
C1 has no free procedure variables and substituting has no effect. Thus we
get a subcommand of C` itself, and (ii) holds.
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Deduction of Theorem CP from CP5 and CP6. Proceed by induc-
tion on D1 to show ` (F → [D1]G) for all 1storder F and G for which that
wfs is true in N. Since `′ is stronger than ` , we have ΓD1 ` (F → [D1]G)
for the set ΓD1 in CP5. So it suffices to prove that ` D for each D ∈ ΓD1 .

Any such D has the form F2 → [D2]G2 for 1storder F2 and G2, is ttN,

and D2 has the form ∇j
~C/~Y and is a subcommand of D1. Thus in all but

one case, the induction on D1 gives ` D as required.
In that case, for some ~C, ~Y and j, we have D1 = D2 = ∇j

~C/~Y and

D = (~x ≈ ~z → [∇j
~C/~Y ]A(∇j

~C/~Y , ~x ≈ ~z)) = Dj (say).

Do all j simultaneously—i.e. we’ll show ` ∧
j Dj. This is done by applying the

instance of (RCN)[ ] for which Aj = ~x ≈ ~z , Bj = A(∇j
~C/~Y , ~x ≈ ~z)

and

Ω = { ~x ≈ ~z → [∇i
~C ′/~Y ′]A(∇i

~C ′/~Y ′, ~x ≈ ~z) |

∇i
~C ′/~Y ′ is a subcommand of a bit of ~C } .

Verifying the main antecedent in this instance of (RCN)[ ] consists merely
of noting the conclusion of CP6.

As for the other antecedent, all C ∈ Ω are true in N and have the form
F3 → [D3]G3 in which D3 is a proper subcommand of D1 (because D3 =

∇i
~C ′/~Y ′, a subcommand of a bit of ~C, and D1 = ∇j

~C/~Y ). And so we have
` C for all C ∈ Ω by the inductive hypothesis, giving the other antecedent,
and completing the proof.
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5. Technical results and proof of CT.

Lemma CT1. For all ~C/~Y , all commands D, 1storder formulas G, and

variables w 6∈ ~C ∪D∪G, there is a 1storder formula B(w, ~C/~Y ,D, G)—(“B”
for “before” rather than “pre”)—such that

B(w, ~C/~Y ,D, G) tt@s ⇐⇒ < D ~E/~Y > G tt@s with ~E =
−−−−−−−−→
(~C/~Y )<s(w)>.

For the proof, see that of 23.0 in [sing].
We don’t here use the notation F (t), elsewhere denoting F with all free

occurrences of some-or-other variable replaced by the term t. The “w” in
B(w, ~C/~Y ,D, G) is there for a different reason: to indicate which variable is
the ‘special one’, playing a ‘counting role’ in its semantics, as defined by the
display in the lemma. See the remarks after 23.0 in [mutu] for information
which may be helpful to orient oneself to the semantics here.

Lemma CT2. This is identical to CP2 except for replacing [C] by
< C > for each command C, and replacing `′ by `w.

The proof is virtually identical also.

In each of CT3 to CT6 below, a ~C/~Y , a variable w, and strings of
variables ~x, ~z are involved.

Let us just use B(~C/~Y , j) to denote B(w, ~C/~Y , callYj, ~x ≈ ~z).

This notation is only used with ~x and ~z disjoint strings of distinct variables,
with all variables in ~C from ~x, and with one more new variable w.

Lemma CT3. Under the conditions listed below, each of the following
four 1storder formulas is true in N.

(i)(a) F → ∃~z((∃wB(~C/~Y , i)) ∧ |G|~x→~z) ;

(b) B(w, ~C/~Y ,E, G) → ∃~z(B(w, ~C/~Y ,E, ~x ≈ ~z) ∧ |G|~x→~z) ;

(ii) ¬|B(~C/~Y , i)|w→0 ;

(iii) |B(~C/~Y , i)|w→w+1 → B(w, ~C/~Y ,Ci, ~x ≈ ~z) .

Assumptions: We are given ~C/~Y , and matching disjoint lists ~x and ~z of

pairwise distinct variables such that all variables in ~C are from ~x, plus a
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variable w not from ~x ∪ ~z. In (i)(a), assume F →< ∇i
~C/~Y > G is true in

N, with no variables from ~z in the 1storder formulas F and G in both parts
of (i), and E any command in (i)(b).

The proof of all these semantic facts is somewhat lengthy (but entirely a
question of persistence, not ingenuity). See the proof of 23.4 in [mutu].

Lemma CT4. For any 1storder F and G, any ~C/~Y , and matching
disjoint lists ~x and ~z of pairwise distinct variables such that all variables
from ~C are in ~x, if (F →< ∇i

~C/~Y > G) ttN , then

{(∃w B(~C/~Y , i))→< ∇i
~C/~Y > ~x ≈ ~z} `w (F →< ∇i

~C/~Y > G) .

Proof that CT3(i) implies CT4. First we prove the special case
when no ~z-variables occur in F nor in G. Here is a slightly abbreviated
`w-derivation for that :

(∃w B(~C/~Y , i))→< ∇i
~C/~Y > ~x ≈ ~z (premiss)

∃w B(~C/~Y , i) ∧ |G|~x→~z → < ∇i
~C/~Y > (~x ≈ ~z ∧ |G|~x→~z)

(AX)<→> and (MP)

~x ≈ ~z ∧ |G|~x→~z → G (ORAC)

< ∇i
~C/~Y > (~x ≈ ~z∧|G|~x→~z) → < ∇i

~C/~Y > G (UNAR)< >

∃wB(~C/~Y , i) ∧ |G|~x→~z → < ∇i
~C/~Y > G (HYSY)

∃~z(∃wB(~C/~Y , i) ∧ |G|~x→~z) → < ∇i
~C/~Y > G (PRE)~z

F → ∃~z(∃wB(~C/~Y , i) ∧ |G|~x→~z) (ORAC) and CT3(i)(a)

F →< ∇i
~C/~Y > G (HYSY)

Now the general case is deduced from this exactly as in CP4.
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Lemma CT5. Suppose given a command D1, and 1storder formulas
F and G, such that (F →< D1 > G) ttN. For each i and ~C/~Y such that

∇i
~C/~Y is a sub-command of D1, choose a pair of matching disjoint lists ~x

and ~z of pairwise distinct variables, and variable w 6∈ ~x∪ ~z, such that all the
variables in ~C are in ~x. Let the set ΛD1 consist of all formulas (one for each

such i and ~C/~Y )

(∃w B(~C/~Y , i)) → < ∇i
~C/~Y > ~x ≈ ~z .

Then ΛD1 `w (F →< D1 > G) .
Proof that (CT4 plus CT2) imply CT5. This proceeds by induction

on commands D1, which we shall re-name as just D, since there is no danger
here (only in the proof of CT!) of confusing it with the D in CT6.

When D = callXj : By validity of (AX)<call>, the wfs < callXj > G ff@s
for all s. So the truth in N of F →< callXj > G gives us that F ff@s,
and so ¬F tt@s, for all s. Now (ORAC) and (P)3 give us a 2-line derivation
witnessing `w (F →< callXj > G), as required.

When D = y ←: t : By the soundness of (AX)<←:> , we see that

(F →< y ←: t > G) ttN =⇒ (F → |G|y→t) ttN .

So here’s a little derivation doing the job :

F → |G|y→t (ORAC)

|G|y→t ↔ < y ←: t > G (AX)<←:>

|G|y→t → < y ←: t > G (↔)

F →< y ←: t > G (HYSY)

When D = ∇i
~C/~Y : The set ΛD in this case contains the element

(∃w B(~C/~Y , i)) → < ∇i
~C/~Y > ~x ≈ ~z ,

so CT4 gives the result immediately.

When D = (D′; D′′) or ite(H)(D′)(D′′) : Apply CT2 with Γ1 = ΛD′ and
Γ2 = ΛD′′ , noting that ΛD = ΛD′ ∪ ΛD′′ for both types of D here. Use the
inductive hypotheses for D′ and D′′ as the hypotheses in CT2. The latter’s
conclusions are exactly the required results.
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Lemma CT6. For each ~C/~Y , pair of matching disjoint lists ~x and ~z

of pairwise distinct variables such that all variables from ~C are in ~x, and
variable w 6∈ ~x ∪ ~z, the finite set Ω of wfs’s below, which are all ttN, is such
that, for all 1storder formulas G and subcommands D of bits of ~C, we have

Ω ∪ { B(~C/~Y , i)→< ∇i
~C/~Y > ~x ≈ ~z | 1 ≤ i ≤ k } `w

B(w, ~C/~Y ,D, G)→< D ~E/~Y > G , where ~E =
−−−−−→∇∗C/Y .

The Ω which usefully does the trick is the set of all wfs’s
B(w, ~C/~Y ,∇j

~C ′/~Y ′, ~x ≈ ~z) → < (∇j
~C ′/~Y ′) ~E/~Y > ~x ≈ ~z , as j and ~C ′/~Y ′

range over all pairs for which ∇j
~C ′/~Y ′ is a subcommand of a bit of ~C.

The lemma above will only be used in the case D = Cj and G = ~x ≈ ~z;
but the general case seems needed for seeing how to prove it—namely, by
induction on D, and with one inductive case really needing general G. Note
that the subscript in (∇j

~C ′/~Y ′) ~E/~Y isn’t needed as long as we are working

with simple recursion, since then, ∇j
~C ′/~Y ′ has no free occurrences of callX

for any procedure variable X, much less any of the form callYi for which to
substitute Ei. (They are all of the non-free form callY ′j .) But we’ll leave the
lemma as above, to emphasize that, along with everything else so far in this
section, we could just as well be working in Rec as in Rec−.

Proof of CT6. This also proceeds by induction on D.

When D = y ←: t : For any D with no free callYj-subcommands, and twice

using that D ~E/~Y = D for such D and any ~E, for a certain ~E0 we have

(I) B(w, ~C/~Y ,D, G) tt@s ⇐⇒ < D ~E0/~Y > G tt@s ⇐⇒ < D > G tt@s ;

and

(II) D ~E/~Y = D .

For D here, since < D > G ←→ |G|y→t is ttN, we can take B(w, ~C/~Y ,D, G)
to be |G|y→t by (I). By (II), we only need to establish

`w (|G|y→t → < y ←: t > G) ,

which is immediate from (AX)<←:>.
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When D = callXi where Xi 6= Yj for any j: Here again D ~E/~Y = D, so
what must be derived has the form F →< callXi > G. But ¬ < callXi > G
is immediately derivable from (AX)<call>, so we then can propositionally
derive F →< callXi > G .

This last case won’t actually occur since we are allowing only simple recursion,
but we have included it to show that, as mentioned above, so far we could be
working in Rec rather than just Rec−.

The next two cases are done in a manner which is very nearly the same as
the proof of CT4.

When D = callYj: First prove the special case when no ~z-variables occur
in G by giving `w-derivation which, on the penultimate line, uses (ORAC)
and CT3(i)(b) with E = callYj, but otherwise is nearly the same as the one
in CT4. Then do the general case as in CT4/CP4.

When D = ∇j
~C ′/~Y ′ : It suffices to prove

B(w, ~C/~Y ,∇j
~C ′/~Y ′, ~x ≈ ~z)→ < (∇j

~C ′/~Y ′) ~E/~Y > ~x ≈ ~z `w

B(w, ~C/~Y ,∇j
~C ′/~Y ′, G)→ < (∇j

~C ′/~Y ′) ~E/~Y > G ,

since on the left of the `w we have an element of Ω. (This is where D being

a subcommand of a bit of ~C is used.) First prove the special case when
no ~z-variables occur in G by giving `w-derivation which, on the penultimate
line, uses (ORAC) and CT3(i)(b) with E = ∇j

~C ′/~Y ′, but otherwise is nearly
the same as the one in CT4 and the one not spelled out just above. Then
do the general case as in CT4/CP4.

When D = (D1; D2) or ite(H)(D0)(D1) : For the first, letting

B∗ := B(w, ~C/~Y ,D1, B(w, ~C/~Y ,D2, G)) ,

show that we may take

B(w, ~C/~Y , (D1; D2), G) = B∗ ,

by showing
B(w, ~C/~Y , (D1; D2), G) ←→ B∗ ttN .
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The proof then proceeds rather mechanically. All details for this and the
next paragraph may be found in the proof of 23.1 in [mutu].

Make a parallel argument for the second, first letting

B∗∗ := (H → B+) ∧ (¬H → B−) ,

where

B+ := B(w, ~C/~Y ,D0, G) and B− := B(w, ~C/~Y ,D1, G) ,

and showing that we may take

B(w, ~C/~Y , ite(H)(D0)(D1), G) = B∗∗ ,

by proving

B(w, ~C/~Y , ite(H)(D0)(D1), G) ←→ B∗∗ ttN .

Deduction of Theorem CT from CT5, CT6 and (ii), (iii) of CT3.
To show ` (F →< D1 > G) from its truth in N, proceed by induction on
the length of the string D1.

By CT5 it suffices to establish ` D for all D ∈ ΛD1 . Combined with
(PRE), that says it suffices to prove

` (B(~C/~Y , `) → < ∇`
~C/~Y > ~x ≈ ~z) (∗)

whenever ∇`
~C/~Y is a subcommand of D1, with some ~x and ~z chosen as in

CT5.
For D1 of small length, no such subcommand exists, so the induction

starts easily (vacuously!)

For the inductive step, we prove (∗) simultaneously for all `, ~C/~Y , ~x and

~z for which 1 ≤ ` ≤ k, with ~C = C1, · · · , Ck having all variables in ~x, and
for which ∇m

~C/~Y is a subcommand of D1 for at least one m equal to one of
those ` (and thus the sum of the lengths of the Ci is less than the length of

D1). Do this simultaneously for all `, with fixed ~C/~Y , ~x and ~z, after picking
any ‘new’ variable w, to be used in applying an instance of (RCN)< > in
which, for all `,

A` = B(~C/~Y , `) and B` =< ∇`
~C/~Y > ~x ≈ ~z .
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Now we verify that rule’s antecedents in the order presented in its ‘numera-
tor’, and specify which Ω will be employed.

(i) By CT3(ii), the oracle gives a derivation of ¬|Aj|w→0 , which is

¬|B(~C/~Y , j)|w→0 .

(ii) Taking

Ω := {B(w, ~C/~Y ,∇j
~C ′/~Y ′, ~x ≈ ~z)→ < (∇j

~C ′/~Y ′) ~E/~Y > ~x ≈ ~z |

∇j
~C ′/~Y ′ is a subcommand of a bit of ~C ; ~E =

−−−−−→∇∗C/Y } ,

for this antecedent we need to show ` C for all C ∈ Ω . This comes from
the inductive hypothesis. Each C has the form F0 →< ∇j

~C ′/~Y ′ > G0 , for
some 1storder F0 and G0. (Note that, for this to hold, we need our standing
assumption of being in Rec−, not the whole Rec.) The formulas F0 and
G0 are such that C is true in N (by the general definition of B). Because

∇j
~C ′/~Y ′ is a subcommand of a bit of ~C, and ∇m

~C/~Y a subcommand of D1,
the first has length strictly less than the last. And so the induction applies
as required.

(iii) Finally, for checking the main antecedent in this instance of the total
correctness recursion rule, we prove, for each j, that

Ω ∪ { B(~C/~Y , i)→< ∇i
~C/~Y > ~x ≈ ~z | 1 ≤ i ≤ k } `w

|B(~C/~Y , j)|w→w+1 →< ∇j
~C/~Y > ~x ≈ ~z .

Now Ω is the correct one for applying CT6, in which we take D = Cj and
G = ~x ≈ ~z, so at least it gives a `w-derivation of

B(w, ~C/~Y ,Cj, ~x ≈ ~z) → < (Cj) ~E/~Y > ~x ≈ ~z , where ~E =
−−−−−→∇∗C/Y .

By (AX)<∇>, in this last display, we can replace < (Cj) ~E/~Y > ~x ≈ ~z by

< ∇j
~C/~Y > ~x ≈ ~z , which is half the battle. The other half is immediate

from (HYSY), the oracle, and CT3(iii). It replaces

B(w, ~C/~Y ,Cj, ~x ≈ ~z) by |B(~C/~Y , j)|w→w+1 .

This completes the proof of Theorem CT. Along with the proof of The-
orem CP in the previous section, and in view of Theorem H from Sec-
tion 3, the proof is finally finished of the completeness of the dynamic logic
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system presented in Section 1. Extracting a more traditional ‘Hoare logic’
purely for total correctness (resp. partial correctness), and proving its Cook-
completeness, should be a routine job, by inspection of Section 5 (resp. Sec-
tion 4) details.
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